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We propose biofunctionalized nanofluidic slits (nanoslits) as an effective

platform for real-time fluorescence-based biosensing in a reaction-limited regime

with optimized target capture efficiency. This is achieved by the drastic reduction

of the diffusion length, thereby a boosted collision frequency between the target

analytes and the sensor, and the size reduction of the sensing element down to

the channel height comparable to the depletion layer caused by the reaction.

Hybridization experiments conducted in DNA-functionalized nanoslits

demonstrate the analyte depletion and the wash-free detection �10 times faster

compared to the best microfluidic sensing platforms. The signal to background

fluorescence ratio is drastically increased at lower target concentrations, in favor

of low-copy number analyte analysis. Experimental and simulation results further

show that biofunctionalized nanoslits provide a simple means to study reaction

kinetics at the single-pixel level using conventional fluorescence microscopy

with reduced optical depth. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4921252]

INTRODUCTION

Most conventional open-top fluorescence-based biosensor platforms, such as DNA or pro-

tein microarrays, provide only end-point detection where the information of binding reaction

kinetics is often missing due to the need of a washing step after reaction.1 On the other hand,

microfluidic devices offer tremendous potentials for biological and chemical applications due to

the reduction of dimensions and the possibility to integrate different functionalities on a single

chip.2 The use of microfluidics for DNA or protein arrays and biosensing enhances the device

performances mainly in terms of reduced sample consumption and assay time (i.e., the time to

reach target-probe reaction equilibrium).3 This is typically achieved by overcoming the

diffusion-limited nature of typical biological reactions using approaches such as forced convec-

tion,4 microfluidic mixing,5 sample oscillation,6 or electrophoretic transport.7 However, the

simplest and most efficient way to decrease the reaction time is to further shrink the channel

dimensions in order to bring target molecules closer to the surface immobilized probes, provid-

ing that molecular transport through the channel is assisted by convection.8 Lately, we have

witnessed the rapid development of nanofluidics, allowing biomolecular manipulation and

observation down to the single molecule level.9–19 While most applications of nanochannels

have taken advantage of either the confined fluidic environment for biophysics studies and sin-

gle molecule separation/analysis or the influence of the electrical double layer to create ion

depletion zones for molecular sieving or concentration, there have been surprisingly few studies
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using nanochannels as biosensors.20 This is partly due to the technical difficulty to fabricate

nanoscale devices coupled to the challenge to locally immobilize probe molecules in nanoflui-

dic channels for sensing purposes.

Recent attempts of using biofunctionalized nanochannels demonstrated the detection of

streptavidin molecules by impedance spectroscopy.21,22 As expected, the reaction rate in

50 nm deep nanochannels may be increased by a factor of 50 compared with diffusion-

limited reactions.21 In both studies, though the measurement of the channel conductance ena-

bles a label-free detection method, the sensor response is in fact integrated over the whole

channel length without taking full advantage of a locally reduced detection time because of

the limited number of target molecules brought by the one-dimensional flux along the sensor.

Yet another approach employed a porous block copolymer membrane, with �15 nm diameter

pores functionalized with single-stranded DNA, and fluorescence microscopy to detect single

nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) using a flow-through competitive assay.23 While being

effective, as it benefits from the enhanced reaction efficiency caused by molecular confine-

ment, this approach does not rely on planar fabrication technology and thus is not easy to

integrate into a lab-on-a-chip.

In this work, we present both hybridization experiments and finite element simulations to

demonstrate that biofunctionalized uniaxial-confined planar nanochannels, or nanoslits, com-

bined with highly localized sensing elements (where the sensor critical dimension, Ls for single

pixels, is comparable to the channel depth h, Figure 1(a)) permit to operate in a sweet spot

where diffusion/convection/reaction rates are all comparable and with an optimized target

capture efficiency for biodetection or molecular filtering based on rapid biorecognition through

highly enhanced collision frequency between the target analyte and the sensing element. In

addition, when coupled to fluorescence microscopy, it enables the detection of fluorescently

labeled target molecules in real-time with spatially resolved (0.42 lm2 for single camera

pixels) reaction kinetics. Figure 1(a) also illustrates that the sampling volume reduction during

observation may translate into a decreased background and allow us to directly correlate the

fluorescence observed in the nanoslit to the number of hybridized molecules without the need

of reagent wash. Since this condition is satisfied along with real-time measurement, it is then

possible to use nanofluidics to probe the sensing surface and have access to kinetic data with

conventional fluorescence microscopes, i.e., without the need of using complicated and expen-

sive setups, such as surface plasmon resonance (SPR) spectroscopy,24 total internal reflection

fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM),25 or quartz crystal microbalance (QCM).26 The consistency

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of a biofunctionalized nanoslit (channel height h), with embedded probe-immobilized Au patterns,

used as a real-time biosensor, where Lp is the sensor patch length and Ls is the single-pixel resolved sensor length. The dras-

tic reduction of the target diffusion time (t) and the enhanced target-probe collision frequency, fm¼ 1/(2t), using a nanoslit

sensor may be apparent with the estimated t from top to bottom of the slit, using a diffusion constant D¼ 150 lm2/s for 25

mer DNA and a simple one-dimensional diffusion model, which is 33 s and 33 ls for h¼ 100 lm and 100 nm, respectively,

with the corresponding fm¼ 0.015 Hz and 15 kHz. (b) Photograph of a fabricated nanoslit sensor chip. Inset: fluorescence

image of Cy3-labeled DNA solution flowing in the channel, on top of a 3� 3 array of functionalized gold patterns (scale

bar: 100 lm).
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between our simulation results and the experimental data confirms that the hybridization

sigmoid can be used to extract reaction kinetic parameters. This proposed biofunctionalized

nanoslit approach combined with classical fluorescence microscopy thus offers a novel, but sim-

ple, solution perfectly suited for the detection of ultra-low copy number analytes and the analy-

sis of ultra-low volumes (e.g., for single cell or purified compounds studies).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Lately, we have proposed a unique fabrication strategy enabling the realization of nanoslit

biosensors where the grafting of probe molecules is carried out before sealing the nanofluidic

network.27 Based on the use of polysilsesquioxane (PSQ) as a bonding gasket layer and asym-

metric oxygen plasma activation, our approach offers many advantages, when compared to

post-sealing functionalization techniques commonly practiced, such as the possibility to immo-

bilize several probes in a single channel for multiplexed sensing. This fabrication technique

was used to obtain biosensors embedded in nanoslits for hybridization experiments. Figure 1(b)

displays images of a fabricated chip that bears two independent and parallel straight channels;

the first one containing activated sensors and the second one being used as a negative control.

Each nanoslit is 1 cm long, 1 mm wide, and 600 nm deep, and the gold patterns are 100 lm in

diameter prefunctionalized with the thiolated-single-stranded oligodeoxynucleotide (ODN)

probes designed for demonstrating the detection of the breast cancer BRCA1 gene.

Nanoslit sensor device fabrication

The 600 nm deep nanoslits were first etched in a fused silica wafer then, to selectively

functionalize specific locations of the chips, gold dot arrays were patterned at the surface of the

etched channels. The chips were diced and access holes drilled by means of a sandblasting

machine. An immobilization protocol provided in the literature28 was used to graft probe mole-

cules by creating a mixed monolayer surface containing thiolated-single-stranded ODN and

mercaptohexanol (MCH) self-assembled monolayer. The chips were finally sealed using a

modified protocol of the PSQ-bonding technique,29 where PSQ was spun-coated onto a cover

slip, cured and activated by oxygen plasma. Bringing the PSQ layer into contact with the glass

chip led to a permanent bond through a silanol group condensation process and thus to the

encapsulation of the nanoslits with embedded sensors.27 Finally, for packaging purposes, quartz

reservoirs were epoxy-glued onto the glass surface (Fig. 1(b)). The chips were loaded with TE

buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA) by capillary forces, and the outlet reservoirs were con-

nected to a vacuum pump to induce liquid flow in the slit channels.

Sample solution and fluorescence imaging

The ODN probe was designed for demonstrating the detection of the breast cancer BRCA1

gene, so the target ODN (complementary DNA or cDNA) included a 25 mer sequence of the

gene while the non-complementary ODN sequence (ncDNA) was randomly selected from the

human genome (see details of the sequences in Ref. 27). The complementary and non-

complementary ODN were labeled with Cy5 and Cy3 dyes, respectively, for fluorescence imag-

ing and were diluted in TE buffer (with 500 mM NaCl) at final concentrations ranging from

1 nM to 1 lM. The hybridization experiments were conducted at room temperature. The chips

were imaged using an inverted microscope (Leica DMI 6000B) and an EMCCD

(iXonEMþ 888, Andor). An acquisition time of 1 s was chosen for all experiments with frame

rates varied from 1/30 to 1/1.16 fps. Fluorescence images were obtained with a 10� or a 20�
objective and two Cy3-Cy5 dedicated filter sets (41007a-Cy3 and 41008-Cy5, Chroma). The

fluorescence of the gold patterns was recorded in real-time after injecting solutions of fluores-

cently labeled ODN in the nanoslits. After the hybridization and saturation of the sensors, the

chip was regenerated by flowing in 1M NaOH solution to the nanoslits.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Feature of reaction/depletion zone

Figure 2 presents experimental observations of the fluorescence images recorded in the

channel after flowing in 1 lM ncDNA (Fig. 2(a), Multimedia view) and cDNA (Fig. 2(b),

Multimedia view) solutions at different times, where sequential images show three subsequent

functionalized gold sensors in the direction of the fluid flow. The injected dye-labeled ncDNA

targets do not bind to the probe DNA but slightly increase the background observed in the

channel in a uniform way: the two-fold increase of the background on top of the gold sensors

is due to the reflectivity of the gold layer that reaches almost 100% at the operating wave-

length30 so that the fluorescence emitted by the target molecules flowing on top of the sensor is

collected twice by the camera. However, shortly after loading the cDNA solution, concurrent to

the fluorescence background increase in the channel, a strong signal is observed on the con-

fronting edge of the first gold pattern. Then, the high fluorescence signal front moves along the

pattern (at a much slower pace than the fluid flow itself) until reaching saturation of the sensor.

This fluorescent front is followed by a signal loss that corresponds to the dark tail indicated in

the top of Fig. 2(b), noted as a target depletion zone. Ultimately, the fluorescence reaches a

steady-state level on the whole first sensor pattern and the depletion zone disappears.

Simulation results by finite-element-method (FEM, COMSOL Multiphysics 4.0a) in Fig.

2(c) (Multimedia view) describe accurately the experimental observations and show that indeed

a diffusing layer, i.e., a depleted layer, forms at the reaction site, which is theoretically pre-

dicted for low-aspect ratio fluidic channels, exhibiting low enough P�eclet numbers (the ratio of

convection rate over diffusion), Pe, combined with a high enough ratio of sensors length, L,

with respect to the channel height (h) defined as k¼L/h,31 where L¼Lp if the whole sensor

patch is used for signal integration and L¼ Ls if the sensor signal is from a sub-set of the

sensor patch, for example, a single pixel of the patch. Analysis of the key figure numbers, Pe

along with the Damk€ohler number (Da), provides the full picture of our sensor’s regime of

operation. These two dimensionless numbers, which, respectively, relate the rate of reaction

FIG. 2. Fluorescence snapshots (top view) of a bio-functionalized nanoslit (h¼ 600 nm) exposed to 1 lM non-

complementary (nc) and complementary DNA (cDNA) solutions in (a) and (b), respectively, for breast cancer BRAC1

gene detection. (a) The introduction of dye-labeled ncDNA does not bind to the probe DNA but increase the background in

a uniform way due to non-specific adsorption. However, the depletion zone in (b), but not in (a), is characteristic to �100%

reaction efficiency in the device. (c) The corresponding simulations along the A-A0 line (side view) in (b) truthfully repro-

duce the experimental results: concentration of target molecules in the channel (color map) and normalized rate of hybri-

dized targets (red curve). The depleted layer d can clearly be seen in the thickness of the nanoslit. The color bar is in units

of 1 mM. (Multimedia view) [URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4921252.1][URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4921252.2]

[URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4921252.3]
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and convection to that of diffusion, can in our case be expressed as Da ¼ konP0h
D and Pe ¼ Umh

D ,

where kon is the forward kinetic constant (4� 106 M�1 s�1, see Eq. (1) and below), P0 is the

surface density of immobilized probe molecules (104 molecules/lm2),28 h is the channel

height (600 nm), Um is the mean flow velocity (300 lm/s), and D is the diffusion coefficient

(150 lm2/s).32 The calculated value for the Damk€ohler number being smaller than one (�0.27)

indicates that hybridization in the nanoslit operates under a slight reaction-limited regime. This

is not surprising given the fact that it takes only few milliseconds for the target molecules to

travel across the nanoslit in the vertical direction. Besides, the flow rate used in our experiments

(�9 nl/min) results in Pe� 1, indicating that neither diffusion nor convective mass transport is

limiting. The reduced time, t ¼ Dl
Umh2, i.e., the time it takes for the target molecules to travel along

the bioactive area (l¼ 100 lm) related to the time to diffuse across the channel vertically is thus

much larger than 2, indicating the reaction efficiency approaches 100%,33 hence the full target

collection on the sensor and the formation of the observed depletion zone (d � h).31

The full target collection feature supports the idea that biofunctionalized nanoslits consti-

tute a means to restrain specific molecules from a solution via immobilized probe molecules. In

other words, it can act as a molecular filter based on molecular affinity.34 Considering the total

length of the biofunctionalized area, where k¼ Lp/h � 160 (which is not the case at the camera

pixel size, since the apparent sensor length is much smaller, i.e., k¼ Ls/h¼ 1), with a hybridiza-

tion efficiency of �100%, and neglecting the lateral diffusion (i.e., taking only those pixels

located at the center of the sensor), we can roughly estimate the time required to saturate the

entire sensor pattern. For a 1 lM target solution, it takes about 11 s to bring enough target

molecules to equal the theoretical number of probes grafted along the 100 lm pattern, which is

consistent with the timescale observed in our experiments, i.e., �10 s (cf. Multimedia view of

Fig. 2(b)). Hence, the filtering capacity of the nanoslit, in terms of volume consumed at a given

concentration, can be easily evaluated using an analogous simple calculation.

The target depletion zone in the flow direction is a distinct feature in our nanoslit sensor

that common microfluidic sensors do not exhibit (since the depletion zone forms above the sen-

sor and in parallel to its surface). Despite the high probability of finding such depletion zone in

other nanochannel sensing platforms (where at least k¼ Lp/h � 1), observation of the detection

front has never been reported so far since the measurement is always integrated over the whole

channel length. In this work, by locally probing the concentration of fluorescent targets through

the use of a microscope, we are able to capture this depletion front. From Fig. 2, we clearly see

that the depletion front exhibits a characteristic length along which the concentration drops

from maximum to zero. This situation occurs because transverse diffusion time, longitudinal

convection time, and surface absorption times are all comparable. Indeed, in the case of too

fast convection time, molecules flowing on top of the sensors are not trapped. If diffusion is

too fast, then not enough molecules are fed from convection in order to sustain the front.

Finally, the thickness of the depletion layer directly comes from the fact that the reaction is not

fast enough to consume all injected molecules. Thus, the reason for observing such a depletion

layer with non-negligible thickness is because we operate in the sweet spot of where Pe and Da

are both close to unity. In fact, in the present case where no hydrodynamic dispersion occurs,35

the depletion zone characteristics could probably be used to estimate the target concentration.36

However, here we have rather observed and measured the local concentration of target mole-

cules at a fixed position as a function of time and as the depletion front moves along the sensor

patch.

Performance of nanoslit sensors

We studied the response of our nanoslit biosensor with high spatial resolution, by plotting

in time the fluorescence recorded from single pixels of the CCD camera with sizes ranging

from 0.65� 0.65 to 1.3� 1.3 lm2 (using a 20� or 10� objective, respectively). Figure 3

presents the variation of fluorescence for 4 pixels of the same sensor pattern when injecting

1 lM of ncDNA (Fig. 3(a)) and cDNA (Fig. 3(b)) solutions where ncDNA can be discriminated

from the one with matching sequence. When matching targets are injected in the nanoslit, we
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observed a strong correlation between the signals from the subsequent sensing pixels indicating

the high degree of reproducibility of the results down to the single-pixel level (Fig. 3(c)), which

highlights another feature of our device, i.e., each pixel represents an independent measurement

of the reaction kinetics. Hence, large sampling area over a number of pixels ensures much

reduced statistical errors (higher precision) than non-spatially resolved sensing platforms.

Finally, the response of our nanoslit sensor was studied for various target molecule concen-

trations, ranging from 1 nM to 1 lM. Figure 4(a) displays the time variation of the mean fluo-

rescence level (obtained using 20 pixels selected from 2 sensor patterns in the channel) as a

function of target concentration. We observed that, as expected, the time to reach signal satura-

tion increases with decreasing target concentration since it takes more time to bring the equiva-

lent number of target molecules to reach the steady-state saturation of the sensor. Also, as

expected, the final fluorescence level decreases with target concentration because the back-

ground due to the fluorescent molecules flowing on top of the sensing region is reduced (Figure

4(b)). After taking into account the reflectivity of the gold layer, i.e., where the final fluores-

cence levels are corrected by subtracting twice the fluorescence background, the steady-state

fluorescence related to the hybridized targets is actually comparable for all the working concen-

trations: this is a result commonly observed in other sensing platforms for concentrated solutions

when the response is characterized by a Langmuir adsorption isotherm.37 Further, Figure 4 dem-

onstrates that the reaction equilibrium is fast-reached and that, to our knowledge, the response

time of the nanoslit sensor is at least 10 times faster than the best published results.38

The fluorescence background due to the molecules flowing in the nanoslit is compared to

the saturated fluorescence signal measured on the sensor in Figure 4(b). This background con-

stitutes 28% of the sensor signal at 1 lM, meaning that this signal does not directly relate the

amount of captured targets. However, this level falls down to 6%, 2.9%, and 0.05% for target

concentrations of 100, 10, and 1 nM, respectively. It indicates that the signal to background

(S/B) ratio may be increased 560 fold when the target concentration is reduced from 1 lM to

1 nM, a feature enabling us to perform a virtually background-free sensing with no washing

FIG. 3. Fluorescence measurements from single CCD image pixels (size: 0.65� 0.65 lm) when flowing (a) 1 lM ncDNA

solution and (b) 1 lM cDNA solution. The location of the probed pixels along the functionalized sensing pattern and the

direction of the fluid flow are shown in the insets. The black curve on each plot corresponds to the fluorescence background

measured in the channel. (c) Averaged plot of 70 response curves obtained by measuring the fluorescence onto 0.42 lm2

pixels located within different sensing patterns from single nanoslit sensor chip. The average values were obtained after

superimposing pixels with normalized fluorescence signal and shifted time origin. Measurements were carried out in a sin-

gle experiment where 1 lM cDNA was injected in the nanoslit. The small standard errors illustrate the excellent reproduci-

bility of the measurements.
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step, in contrary to most microfluidics-based microarray systems with optical detection,1 thus

making it possible to directly relate the fluorescence signal to the amount of hybridized targets,

Ph, at the sensor surface at particularly low target concentrations. As a result, the fluorescence

signals displayed in Figure 4(a) constitute kinetic curves that, in addition to providing means

for real-time detection where no washing step is necessary, can be used to derive the reaction

kinetic parameters, which is usually achieved by using more complex setups, e.g., SPR spec-

troscopy or QCM, where high spatial resolution is not readily achievable.

Extraction of kinetic constant

As a demonstration, we have used the finite-element-method (FEM, COMSOL

Multiphysics 4.0a) to model the response of our nanoslit biosensor. Since the width of the slit

is much larger than the channel depth, the structure was assumed to be only two dimensional,

thus the influence of lateral diffusion of the target molecules was neglected. The nanoslit model

was built via the Chemical Reaction Engineering Module, where the fluid flow was computed

using the Transport of Diluted Species Interface (that supposes a chemical species transport

through diffusion and convection with the mass balance equation implemented). Then,

FIG. 4. (a) Kinetic curves from single CCD image pixels (size: 1.3� 1.3 lm) as a function of cDNA target concentration.

Each plot was obtained by averaging the fluorescence intensity measured onto 20 different pixels (10 flow direction-

aligned pixels on 2 different patterns) during a single experiment (the error bars: standard errors). The time origin was arbi-

trarily chosen. The inset is a closed-in plot, with the same coordinate units, for 1 lM and 100 nM target concentration. Note

that the data presented here include the background due to the fluorescence emitted by the target molecules flowing in the

channel and the one reflected from the gold sensor surface. (b) Saturated fluorescence intensity measured in the channel

and on the sensor with various flow-in target concentrations. The fluorescence background due to the flowing molecules

constitutes 28% of the sensor signal at 1 lM. However, this level falls down to 6%, 2.9%, and 0.05% for target concentra-

tions of 100, 10, and 1 nM, respectively, indicating an increase of S/B ratio to 560 fold when the target concentration is

reduced from 1 lM to 1 nM (the error bars: standard errors).
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assuming first-order Langmuir kinetics, the number of molecules captured on the sensing surfa-

ces was estimated from31

@Ph

@t
¼ konC P0 � Phð Þ � kof f Ph; (1)

where C is the concentration of the flowing analytes, Ph is the surface density of the hybridized

probes, and koff is the corresponding reverse kinetic constant. The concentration of target mole-

cules flowing in the channel and that at the sensor surface and the hybridization rates were then

calculated as a function of time using experimental (e.g., Um¼ 300 lm/s) and literature values

(koff¼ 10�5 s�1).39 For simplicity, only the forward kinetic constant was used to adjust the sim-

ulation results, since the in-depth parametric fit requires access to the dissociation phase and is

not the main focus of this work. When the signal obtained from flowing 100 nM cDNA solution

compared with computed values of captured target molecules (Figure 5), we found an optimal

fitting value of kon¼ 4� 106 M�1 s�1 that is in agreement with previous report.39 The fairly

good fit between the sigmoid provided by the simulated results and the experimental data dem-

onstrates that a similar model can indeed be used to extract kinetic constants from the output of

our nanoslit biosensor since the fraction of hybridized probes (Ph) can be derived from the total

fluorescence intensity recorded at the pixel level, I, providing the channel height is small

enough

I ¼ Ph þ hC: (2)

Hence, our platform not only provides reaction kinetics with better spatial resolution (single-

pixel) and precision (if averaged over a number of pixels), and optimized reaction conditions

(full target collection and reaction-limited-regime) over the state-of-the-art microfluidic array

platforms40 but also offers a low-cost alternative to SPR or QCM technologies.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the reduction of the characteristic length in fluidic systems is a key to avoid

the diffusion-limiting nature of target-probe reactions commonly observed in bioarrays. The

typical low Reynolds number characterizing microfluidic channels is not an obstacle to fast

kinetics anymore because the molecules convectively carried on top of the sensing area

FIG. 5. Experimental and simulated response of the nanoslit biosensor at the single-pixel level (size: 1.3� 1.3 lm). The

normalized measured fluorescence is compared to the fraction of hybridized probe molecules (target concentrations:

100 nM), with an optimal fitting value of kon¼ 4� 106 M�1s�1, is in agreement with a previous report39 (the error bars:

standard errors).
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instantaneously react with the probe molecules, through the much shortened diffusion length

and the enhanced collision frequency. In this work, we have demonstrated that the reduction of

channel height down to the nanoscale permits not only to operate in an optimized target capture

and a reaction-limited regime but also to detect fluorescently labeled biomolecules in real-time

with the possibility to extract kinetic parameters. We realized the following features in our

nanoslit sensors. First, the adsorption efficiency is expected to reach unity in a flow-through

configuration, hence biofunctionalized nanoslits can act as molecular filters based on biorecog-

nition and specificity, as indicated by the unique target depletion zone observed. Second, the

time to reach reaction equilibrium is optimized with a limited amount of target molecules that

are all detected, thus providing means for ultrafast real-time biosensing of ultra-low copies of

molecules in ultra-small volumes. Most importantly, the results presented here indicate that the

reduction of target concentration screened during observation enables wash-free sensing with a

direct correlation of the signal from the fluorescent targets to the number of hybridized mole-

cules, thanks to the dramatic increase of the S/B ratio. When combined with the predictive

power of FEM simulation, our fluorescence-based nanoslit biosensor platform enables a simple

and low-cost way to study spatiotemporally resolved reaction kinetics.
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